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February Revolution - Breaking Dynastic Barriers

Thesis Statement (on center panel)

Before the ingression of the United States into the Great 
War in 1917, The February Revolution marked one of the 
greatest events in modern society. The revolution 
marked a drastic change in the Russian Empire from a 
monarchical state to that of a modernist 20th-century 
battle of ideologues. Through these feudal traditions 
being brought down, a new era of Russian social growth 
for the Proletariat was enabled. This allowed for the 
Bolshevik party to rise to its eventual prosperity and the 
creation of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics. 
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Serfdom

Badcock, Sarah, and Abi Wilkinson. “The 1917 Peasant Revolutions.” Jacobin, 
2017

Russian Empire practiced feudalism for many years, The 
servitude of Russia’s people lasted until 1861 when 
Alexander II abolished it. While not serfs, the peasants 
stayed in the same economic situation. 

Autocracy

The Russian Revolution. “Bloody Sunday.” The Russian Revolution - Home, 
2017, nguyensusan.weebly.com/bloody-sunday.html.

“A system of government by one person with absolute 
power.” - Webster Dictionary

“Autocracy is a superannuated form of government that may 
suit the needs of a Central African tribe, but not those of the 
Russian people, who are increasingly assimilating the 
culture of the rest of the world. That is why it is impossible to 
maintain this form of government except by violence.” - 
Nicolai Tolstoy
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Horst, Audrey. “A Leaderless Uprising: The February Revolution 
(February 23rd-25th):” Web.mit.edu, 29 Mar. 2011, 

1905 Revolution

The Russian Revolution. “Bloody Sunday.” The Russian Revolution 
- Home, 2017, nguyensusan.weebly.com/bloody-sunday.html.

The Russian Revolution. “Bloody Sunday.” The Russian Revolution 
- Home, 2017, nguyensusan.weebly.com/bloody-sunday.html.

After years of discontent, many peacefully protested 
the tsarist regime at the Winter Palace in St. 
Petersburg. In response, troops fired on the 
protestors on what would be dubbed “Bloody 
Sunday”. This invoked strikes that would force Tsar 
Nicholas II to issue the October Manifesto.

“Comrade Workers, tear up all portraits of the 
blood-sucking Tsar and say to him: Be thou damned 

with all Thine august reptilian progeny!” -Georgi 
Gapon

“Quotations: Imperial Russia and Tsarism.” Russian Revolution, 12 July 
2019, 
alphahistory.com/russianrevolution/quotations-imperial-russia-ts
arism/.

“Rioting and disturbances in the capitals and in many 
localities of Our Empire fill Our heart with great and 

heavy grief. The well-being of the Russian Sovereign is 
inseparable from the national well-being; the national 

sorrow is His sorrow.” -Tsar Nicholas II

“Quotations: Imperial Russia and Tsarism.” Russian 
Revolution, 12 July 2019, 
alphahistory.com/russianrevolution/quotations-imperi
al-russia-tsarism/.
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“Музей Политической Истории России.” Музей Политической 
Истории России, 
collectiononline.polithistory.ru/cross-search?query

“Музей Политической Истории России.” Музей Политической 
Истории России, 
collectiononline.polithistory.ru/cross-search?query

“Музей Политической Истории России.” Музей Политической 
Истории России, 
collectiononline.polithistory.ru/cross-search?query

“Музей Политической Истории России.” Музей Политической 
Истории России, 
collectiononline.polithistory.ru/cross-search?query

“I shall never, under any circumstances, agree to a 
representative form of government because I 
consider it harmful to the people whom God has 
entrusted to my care.” - Tsar Nicholas II

“Quotations: Imperial Russia and Tsarism.” Russian Revolution, 12 
July 2019, 
alphahistory.com/russianrevolution/quotations-imperial-russia
-tsarism/.

“I pity the Tsar. I pity Russia. He is a poor and unhappy 
sovereign. What did he inherit and what will he leave? He is 
obviously a good and quite intelligent man, but he lacks 
willpower, and it is from that character that his state defects 
developed, that is, his defects as a ruler, especially an 
autocratic and absolute ruler.” - Sergei Witte

“Quotations: Imperial Russia and Tsarism.” Russian Revolution, 12 July 2019, 
alphahistory.com/russianrevolution/quotations-imperial-russia-tsarism/
.

Vladimir Lenin
Resis, Albert. “Vladimir Lenin.” Encyclopædia Britannica, Encyclopædia 

Britannica, Inc., 17 Jan. 2020, 
www.britannica.com/biography/Vladimir-Lenin.

Lenin was a radical ideologist who believed in the ideas of 
Karl Marx. Arriving in Petrograd, April 16, 1917, Lenin rallied 
for Socialism. Lenin usurped governmental power and 
turned Russia into a socialist nation. 
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Tsar Nicholas II
“Nicholas II.” Biography.com, A&E Networks Television, 22 June 

2019, www.biography.com/royalty/nicholas-ii.

Nicholas II served as the last tsar of the Romanov 
dynasty. Along with the already declining belief in 
the tsar, the actions of Nicholas led to the February 
Revolution. After the abdication, Nicholas was 
forced to move west, where he and his family would 
be murdered.

Alexander Kerensky
The Editors of Encyclopaedia Britannica. “Aleksandr Kerensky.” 

Encyclopædia Britannica, Encyclopædia Britannica, Inc., 14 
Jan. 2020, 
www.britannica.com/biography/Aleksandr-Kerensky.

Kerensky, a socialist revolutionary, was the last 
leader of the Provisional Government. Many doubted 
Kerensky could bring revolution, so the Bolsheviks 
took control of the government and started 
implementing radical reforms. Kerensky escaped 
west.

“On the main streets the masses grew thicker, and the 
police patrols were swallowed up by the crowds. The 
crowd could get out of control at any minute, but just like 
yesterday there were no leaders, and so far only scattered 
hooligan mischief occurred.” - Police chief of Petrograd, 
Aleksandr Balk

Horst, Audrey. “A Leaderless Uprising: The February Revolution (February 
23rd-25th):” Web.mit.edu, 29 Mar. 2011, 

February Revolution

People’s animosity of the Romanov dynasty reached its peak 
during World War I. The starving masses took to the streets on 
February 23, were fired at, and many defected. March 15, Tsar 
Nicholas II abdicated.

“Музей Политической Истории России.” Музей Политической Истории 
России, collectiononline.polithistory.ru/cross-search?quey

“Музей Политической Истории России.” Музей Политической Истории 
России, collectiononline.polithistory.ru/cross-search?query
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“Музей Политической Истории России.” Музей Политической Истории 
России, collectiononline.polithistory.ru/cross-search?query

“Музей Политической Истории России.” Музей Политической Истории 
России, collectiononline.polithistory.ru/cross-search?query
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Provisional Government

“Invaluable Lessons of the February Revolution in Russia.” Invaluable 
Lessons of the February Revolution in Russia | CGPI.org, Apr. 2017, 

“Invaluable Lessons of the February Revolution in Russia.” Invaluable 
Lessons of the February Revolution in Russia | CGPI.org, Apr. 2017, 

The provisional government became the leadership of the 
country after the abdication of the tsar. Headed by Georgy 
Lvov, the government continued World War I due to 
outside priorities and fear of the lack of credibility. 

Denikin, Anton Ivanovich. “The Project Gutenberg: The Russian Turmoil.” 
Gutenburg, London: Hutchinson, 9 Sept. 2013,

Barriers:    
Class

After the fall of the Romanov dynasty, the educational abilities 
of Russian peasants grew due to the fall of class restrictions. 
The concept of class-based education fell.  Many peasants 
began to value the education of the intelligentsia.

Ideological 

The Romanovs restricted many ideologies, such as Socialism. 
After the crash of the archaic form of ruling, the provisional 
government made way for many peasants to begin to express 
and discover new ideologies, especially seen through the 
spread of Socialism. Therefore, Lenin's reintegration into 
Russia after the fall of the Romanovs allowed the formation of 
the USSR.

Economic

Russia needed many supplies for war. Coal and steel went to 
the railroads and the frontlines, leaving factories and 
individuals in short supply. After the fall of the Romanovs and 
the collapse of the army, supplies became better distributed. 
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Process Paper 
 

Our group had a relatively simple time when it came to choosing our exhibit’s topic. All 

three of us had an interest in Russian history. Derek and Tracy had already been to Nationals 

with a group exhibit on the Molotov-Ribbentrop pact and they thoroughly enjoyed researching 

the topic. Diana, a native of Russia, echoed the idea of deciding on a Russian topic. At first we 

thought of choosing something related to World War II but we rescinded the idea after getting in 

the World War I chapter in our American History class. Once we were adamant on something 

during World War I, Derek decided on doing the Russian Revolutions of 1917. After a little 

research, we decided to single it down to one of the two. Once there, Derek decided that the 

February Revolution reflected this year's theme, Breaking Barriers. 

At first we all viewed several different tertiary sources on our topic. As we got educated 

on our topic, it became easy to branch out into all the information that was added to our board. 

As we learned more, we began asking more questions. Before we knew it, we had more 

information than we could possibly fit on the board. We used a lot of scholarly resources such as 

Chronicling America, Museum of Political History of Russia, and in depth books on the subject 

like The Russian Revolution, 1917-1921: A Short History by James D. White. We used a lot of 

Russian websites and databases that helped us find primary resources such as pictures and 

quotes. Journal articles by various credible figures also made up a portion of the internal affairs 

research. 

All three of us have experienced a national competition with exhibit boards which made 

it easy to decide on the category of research. We also felt it allowed us to be more creative 

artistically. Originally we were worried that we wouldn’t be allowed to do an exhibit board for 
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our class. When we learned we were free to do a board, we started right away. Diana served as 

the lead board designer while Derek was head of research and Tracy was consulted with both the 

board and the research. We received a pre-made board. We then discussed board color, design, 

font, layout, and sub-topics. Then we got to work and just went with the flow. 

We all believe that The February Revolution exemplifies this year's topic in a multitude 

of ways. The February Revolution’s biggest barrier was the Romanov dynasty. The Romanov 

Dynasty signifies a barrier of an archaic form of ruling and tradition that was broken by the 

advancing of society. Many barriers were broken with the fall of the Romanovs like the 

ideological progression that the Tsardom of Russia had stunted through censorship and other 

means. Others include class barriers that failed to progress through the traditions and the 

economic barriers that destroyed the country due to mismanagement. Many more barriers on 

both large and small scales were broken. 
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